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(a)	 (b) (c) (d) 
Figure 1. A range of textile-embedded 3D printed objects fabricated using our techniques – a box with a rolling lid containing a mesh of polyester and 
strings for actuation (a); a functional watchband printed on a polyester mesh (b); a figure with a pressure-sensitive head that controls an embedded 
displacement sensor containing a mesh of nylon and spandex fibers (c); a 22 inch (56 cm) crown printed on a single piece of felt larger than the print 
bed (d). 

ABSTRACT 
Textiles are an old and well developed technology that have 
many desirable characteristics. They can be easily folded, 
twisted, deformed, or cut; some can be stretched; many are 
soft. Textiles can maintain their shape when placed under 
tension and can even be engineered with variable stretching 
ability. Conversely, 3D printing is a relatively new technol
ogy that can precisely produce functional, rigid objects with 
custom geometry. Combining 3D printing and textiles opens 
up new opportunities for rapidly creating rigid objects with 
embedded flexibility as well as soft materials imbued with 
additional functionality. In this paper, we introduce a suite 
of techniques for integrating 3D printing with textiles dur
ing the printing process, opening up a new design space that 
takes inspiration from both fields. We demonstrate how the 
malleability, stretchability and aesthetic qualities of textiles 
can enhance rigid printed objects, and how textiles can be 
augmented with functional properties enabled by 3D printing. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Textiles are a very well developed technology: techniques for 
the construction, manipulation, and modification of textiles 
have been refined for millennia [5]. Textiles offer many de
sirable characteristics: they can be easily folded, twisted or 
deformed; some can maintain shape when placed under ten
sion and preserve functional qualities when cut. These and 
other properties such as aesthetic appearance, warmth, and 
versatility have afforded textiles a rich history of practical uses 
extending from clothing and decoration to more functional 
objects such as furniture and even as parts of buildings [6]. 

In contrast, 3D printing is a relatively new technology that 
offers a means of fabricating items with precise custom ge
ometries. While most 3D printing techniques create rigid 
objects–typically from plastic and more recently from metal– 
we believe 3D printed objects can benefit greatly from the 
flexibility, stretchability, and aesthetic qualities found in many 
textiles. Similarly, the utility of textiles can be augmented by 
the use of computer-aided design software and the accuracy 
and functional properties of 3D printing. As illustrated in 
Figure 1, the combination of 3D printing and textiles creates a 
new design space for rigid objects with embedded flexibility 
and soft materials imbued with functionality. In this paper, we 
present the following contributions: 

•	 we introduce a series of design primitives enabled by com
bining 3D printing and textiles; 

•	 we demonstrate a set of techniques for successfully com
bining 3D printing and textiles, including details on how to 
successfully adhere plastic to fabric, how to include fabric 
in a print, and methods for achieving high-quality results; 
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(a)	 (b) 

(c)	 (d) 
Figure 2. Primitives for stiffening in a single dimension by adding plas
tic (gray) to fabric (blue). Closely spaced elements printed onto the fab
ric can prevent it from bending up while allowing it to relax down (a); 
widely spaced top elements coupled with closely spaced bottom elements 
enforce the opposite motion (b). Using widely spaced elements allow the 
fabric to flex in both directions (c), while a solid bar prevents flexing 
entirely (d). 

•	 we show how embedding textiles can enable the creation 
of customized input devices on consumer printers in new 
ways; 

•	 we illustrate how our techniques enable the rapid creation 
of objects larger than the print bed. 

We show each of these techniques and demonstrate their utility 
through an array of examples, starting with reusable design 
primitives and mechanisms which can be combined to create 
useful objects. For example, Figure 1a shows controlled bend
ing being used in a retractable box lid, demonstrating how the 
direction, degree, and shape of bends can be controlled by fab
ricating plastic elements on fabric. We also show the benefits 
of 3D printing for fabric layers that extend beyond the print 
bed (Figure 1d), creating arbitrarily shaped reinforced holes 
(grommets) in fabric, and providing one way of addressing the 
problem of fast prototyping. We show working examples of 
input devices such as buttons (Figure 1c), sliders, and knobs 
that take advantage of the stretchy nature of knit fabric to sense 
user input. In addition to supporting the implementation of 
basic sensing mechanisms, fabric conveys other benefits. For 
example, a mechanical slider can make use of the stretchable 
properties of spandex to re-center its slider thumb. 

RELATED WORK 
The properties of textiles have long been explored in the ma
terial science and textile manufacturing communities [13, 15, 
14, 11]. Their structure of interlocking fibers—either natural 
or manufactured—gives textiles a breadth of characteristics 
that are useful beyond their appearance. Some textiles can 
absorb sound or moisture, and be engineered with specific 
stretchability [15]. Others may be coated with polymers that 
block wind and water, or are sensitive to heat [32]. 

Fabric—the material produced by interlacing fibers through 
weaving, knitting, crocheting, or bonding—can also be de-

Figure 3. Plastic segments that restrict the bend angles of a textile. 

Figure 4. A textile that is only capable of rolling or flexing along the axis 
parallel to the plastic segments. 

signed to provide further variations in properties such as 
stretchability and permeability. For example, fabric engineered 
with large spaces between fibers, or interstices, can facilitate 
faster diffusion of liquids such as water or hot plastic between 
the fibers [36]. Shaping and/or stiffening of fabric is accom
plished by attaching it to rigid objects, draping it over rigid 
objects, sewing seams and darts, and layering fabrics. These 
are all fairly labor-intensive actions that require some skill and 
knowledge about sewing and textile-working. 

Textiles have recently captured the imagination of the 3D print
ing community, which can benefit from aesthetic and other 
properties of textiles, while reducing the manual labor needed 
to create with them. For example, Hudson [17] described a 
new type of 3D printer that prints in needle-felted yarn, en
abling the creation of new soft objects such as teddy bears. 
Peng et al. [27] created a layered fabric printer, which uses 
textiles as the printing medium, cut with a laser cutter and 
adhered together using an iron and heat sensitive adhesive. 
This printer could combine two different textiles, enabling, for 
example, the embedding of conductive material in a print. 

Others have chosen to manipulate the aesthetic properties of 
3D printed objects without changing the underlying materials. 
For example, HapticPrint adds surface textures for primarily 
aesthetic purposes [35] while Laput et al. show that a con
sumer fused deposition modeling (FDM) printer can create 
hair-like extrusions without modification to the hardware [19]. 
Melnikova et al. explore a variety of lace-like structures and 
knit-like structures using combinations of hard and flexible 
materials laid down using either selective laser sintering (SLS) 
or FDM machines [20]. 

There has been limited prior research into combining FDM 
printing with existing textiles. Pei et al. show that it is pos
sible to directly 3D print plastic onto textiles [26], exploring 



(a) (b) 
Figure 5. A shell printed dodecahedron fabricated by printing through 
a polyester mesh. The faces of the object were printed flat on a single 
sheet of fabric that was cut post-printing (a). Rubber bands we used to 
actuate the shell mesh into final 3D for (b). 

structures such as a latch and hook, and demonstrating the 
potential for printing braille or even an articulated part af
fecting flexibility. They also examine the quality of adhesion 
acceptability via visual and surface inspection, suggesting 
PLA has strong adhesion with certain fabrics. However, they 
do not measure the force that can be held by a bond between 
plastic and fabric nor the extent to which a fabric will stretch 
before the bond breaks. Mikkonen et al. create flexible, 3D 
printed objects intended to be integrated with cloth [21]. How
ever, they use standard methods for attaching hard objects 
to textiles, such as printing buttons and sewing them on, or 
inserting boning into a corset. Sabantina et al. demonstrate 
simple 3D printed forms combined with textile structures and 
their mechanical and geometric properties [31]. Our work 
extends theirs by realizing a set of usable design primitives, 
techniques and exemplars that support combining textiles with 
3D printed components, and provides direction and guidance 
for exploring this design space. Finally, 3D printer manufac
turer 3D Systems added fashion-oriented printing-onto-fabric 
capabilities to its consumer-level Cube printer shortly before 
discontinuing production of the printer [1]. 

In the domain of textiles, and particularly fashion design, the 
ability to add structure and manipulability to fabric has long 
been of interest, although less of the focus has been on fab
rication methods, and more on fabrication outcomes. For 
example, computer-aided design (CAD) and manufacturing 
(CAM) have long been an aspect of fashion design. Driven in 
part by the needs of realism in animation, textiles can now be 
modeled in great detail [4, 7]. 

Augmentation of textiles in various ways has also long been 
a focus of interest, from Spyn’s approach to attaching story
telling to knitting [30] to TeeBoard’s ability to support easy 
embedding of electronics in clothing [24]. Combining technol
ogy and textiles has become more accessible to end users (e.g., 
[28, 29]) and is a domain in which innovation takes place as 
much by hobbyists as by academics [2]. For example, a recent 
Instructable describes some basic techniques for directly print
ing onto fabric [18]. Our work expands the set of techniques 
for successful printing (e.g., discussing how to compensate for 
issues like tilting and sagging of fabric during printing, selec
tive adherence control, and combinations needed to fabricate 
devices like a retracting mechanical slider). 

Another area of relevance is the shaping and mechanical ar
ticulation of 3D objects (see [12] for a survey of this area). 
Here we may draw from origami [10], marionette design [8], 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
Figure 6. Textile-embedded, string actuated mechanical arms with vari
able bend angles– (a) and (c) show straight segments of plastic lead to 
a simple roll that aligns with the axis of the channel; (b) and (d) show 
angled segments of plastic cause the roll to skew to the left. 

materials engineering [33], mechanism design [9], and shape-
changing interfaces [37, 16, 25]. However, our work expands 
this design space by accommodating a different set of trade-
offs due to different materials and fabrication techniques. 

DESIGN PRIMITIVES 
Our exploration of textile-embedded printing takes place at 
three different levels: fully working objects (we discuss six 
examples at the end of the paper); low-level techniques for 
successfully 3D printing with textiles; and design primitives 
for accomplishing specific higher level goals. In this sec
tion, we introduce these design primitives, showing how the 
differing properties of textiles and plastic can complement 
each other. In subsequent sections, we explain techniques for 
achieving this fusion of materials, and illustrate a number of 
fully-working examples. 

Selective Stiffening 
Adding plastic to fabric enables selective stiffening of the fab
ric, controlling where and how the fabric can bend or stretch. 
Applying this basic primitive allows us to build up a number 
of higher-level primitives, including mechanically-actuated 
devices, interactive, sensor-based objects, and larger scale 
fabrications using fabric skins. 

Printed plastic normally cannot bend unless hinges are in
cluded in its design, which often requires a level of precision 
hard to achieve in consumer grade printers and/or additional 
assembly steps. In contrast, most common textiles are not nor
mally rigid at all. Many techniques exist for adding stiffness 
to fabric, such as incorporating additional hard materials (e.g., 
cardboard or plastic whalebone); however, adding these materi
als can be labor-intensive and require considerable knowledge 
of and skill in sewing and textile shaping. 

By printing plastic onto fabric, we can selectively stiffen dif
ferent areas of the fabric, controlling how the fabric is able 
to bend (Figure 4). Figure 2 illustrates the different ways we 
can control bending in a single dimension. By controlling the 
spacing of 3D printed elements on top of fabric, we can allow 
or prevent bending in the direction perpendicular to the fabric. 



Figure 7. A shell printed triangular prism first printed flat and then 
folded to its 3D form. 

Figure 8. 3D Printed snaps printed onto a fabric. 

Incorporating the fabric mid-print allows us to control bending 
in the opposite direction as well. 

In addition to controlling direction of bend, we can also control 
degree of bend by manipulating the amount and shape of 
added plastic. Specifically, the bend angle can be controlled 
by using closely spaced stiffeners with angled side cutoffs 
or explicit side braces. As illustrated in Figure 3, the bend 
angle will be approximately the sum of the two side angles 
in the bend direction, and will remain small in the opposite 
direction (unless additional bending support on the opposite 
side is provided). Note however, that the exact bend angle may 
depend on the stretch of the small section of fabric between 
the stiffeners. Consequently, for fabrics with very high stretch 
it may be necessary to experiment to obtain an exact angle. 

Individual one-dimensional bends can be composed to create 
more complex shapes and motions. For example, Figure 6 
illustrates curling shapes produced using angled and straight 
stiffening segments. Figure 5 illustrates the creation of a 3D 
solid shape by folding from a flat object. We achieve the final 
shape by printing each edge in the polygonal model with a pair 
of braces that have an bend angle equal to half the dihedral 
angle for that edge. 

Selective Adherence 
By selectively adhering plastic to the fabric, we can control 
the degree of flexing and stretching in the plane of the fabric, 
in addition to bending out of it. We can further customize 
behavior by selectively manipulating the areas where plastic 
adheres to the fabric. We can control adherence by placing 
painter’s tape over areas of the textile where plastic is placed 
but should not adhere. We are then free to print on and around 
the tape, which supports the hot plastic while preventing it 
from bonding with the surface below. After printing is com
plete, the fabric can shift or stretch while being in contact with, 
but not adhered to, the plastic. This technique allows us, for 
example, to create a mechanical slider which is free to move 
and retract using stretchy fabric (Figure 18b). 

Figure 9. Arbitrarily shaped grommets 3D printed onto a polyester 
mesh. The centers of the grommets were cut out after printing. 

Figure 10. Plastic extruded onto a textile with a fuzzy surface creates 
very strong adherence. The plastic seen here is difficult to separate from 
a piece of felt. 

Mechanical Action 
By building on the stiffening primitives, we can begin to create 
more complex interactive devices. Constraining the bend of 
the fabric in specific ways can create simple mechanisms. 
Figures 6a and 6c illustrate how a string affixed to one end of a 
strip of stiffening segments can create a rolling mechanism. By 
varying the angle at which the segments are placed next to each 
other, the strip can be made to curl as it rolls up (Figures 6b 
and 6d). Figure 1a illustrates a hybrid textile/printed box with 
a segmented lid. Controlled by a motor, the box’s lid can 
automatically curl open and uncurl closed. 

Fast Production 
Current FDM printing is slow, taking many hours to fabricate 
larger objects. Previous research has explored different meth
ods to speed up the printing process such as printing in lower 
fidelity [22, 23] or reusing previously printed objects [34]. 
However, fabricating plastic layer-by-layer is still inherently 
time-consuming. 

One of the key advantages of using textiles with 3D printing 
is that layers of fabric are pre-fabricated, opening up the pos
sibility of saving print time by selectively replacing some of 
the printed plastic with fabric. However, to emulate the hard 
plastic it replaces, the fabric may need to be reinforced so that 
does not bend. We may stiffen fabric with a small amount 
of plastic support printed over the surface, similar to use of 
wireframes for faster printing by Mueller et al. [22]. We term 
the technique for fashioning objects like this "shell printing" 
because we construct the outer shell of an object using textile 
panels created with this method (Figure 7). 

There are several options for assembling a shell print. The eas
iest methods are to add structure for fastening shells together 
such as 3D printed snaps (Figure 8) and clips, glue the panels 
together at the edges. If desired, the panels can also be sewn. 

Large Objects 
An advantage of printing on fabric is that it can be larger 
than the print bed, allowing a print to be “continued” in 2D. 
This allows us to repeatedly print on the same piece of fabric, 



Figure 11. Instron adhesion test setup. Left: attachment of fabric and 
plastic sample to test column; right: fabric anchor (yellow) with test in 
progress. 

repositioning it on the print bed and moving already printed 
sections out of the way, resulting in a continuous print larger 
than the printer itself. The restriction of this approach, similar 
to other work involving adding to existing fabrication [34], is 
that to prevent obstructing the extruder’s movement, the gaps 
between each printed section must be larger than the size of the 
extruder nozzle. Another issue that arises is proper alignment 
of a textile such that printing can be done where desired. One 
solution is to use a skirt layer to assist in positioning the textile 
on the print bed. We have also successfully experimented 
with using a laser pointer attached to the extruder head to 
guide alignment of a print each time the textile is moved. 
Figure 1d illustrates a wearable object longer than the print 
bed fabricated in this way. 

Reconfiguring Textiles 
Textiles have many options for post processing. For example, 
assembly of a shell print can be done through printed snaps 
(Figure 8) or textile-working techniques like sewing. A textile 
can be cut to size or shape after printing to remove excess 
material; it can also be cut to adjust a part if the exact sizing is 
not known at design time. Reinforcing plastic may be printed 
around holes—creating grommets—to protect the fabric’s raw 
edges from fraying and provide passage for cords or strings. 
Figure 9 shows several examples of arbitrary grommet shapes. 

We note that augmentations such as snaps and grommets can 
be readily provided by more conventional means. However, 
having a way to 3D print these as well allows us to reduce the 
number of separate manufacturing steps to create an object. In 
addition, it provides a flexible way to mix these conventional 
fixed form augmentations with the kinds of highly custom 
structures which are most readily achieved with 3D printing. 

Summary 
The addition of fabric in the context of consumer-grade 3D 
printing enables a set of novel design primitives that printed 
plastic alone cannot realize. With stiffening constructs, we 
can control how the fabric flexes; composing these allows 
for more complex flexing behavior and allows for mechanical 
properties such as rolling and snapping. Using a material 
such as painter’s tape, we can selectively prevent the plastic 

from adhering to the fabric, allowing for further movement 
possibilities. 

BASIC TECHNIQUES FOR 3D PRINTING WITH TEXTILES 
Strong adherence between textiles and 3D printed plastic is 
necessary to achieve the properties we describe above. We 
conducted extensive experiments—both informal and formal— 
to determine the best methods to achieve a strong bond, as well 
as techniques for combining our design primitives to create 
more complex structures. 

In our experiments, we used unmodified consumer-grade FDM 
3D printers, PLA and ABS filament, and a variety of different 
textiles. Note that there is inherent variability in measurements 
related to our process. The temperature for 3D printing a 
plastic varies based on the calibration of the 3D printer as 
well as the quality and type of filament used [3]. For example, 
the ideal print temperature of PLA is typically between 180– 
230°C. Similarly, coatings and variations in material make
up of fibers may alter how a textile interacts with printed 
plastic. Information about the presence and types of coatings 
on textiles is not easily available, particularly if textiles are 
purchased off the shelf. Thus some degree of experimentation 
around parameters such as extrusion temperature is required 
when attempting to print with embedded textiles. 

The two main factors we consider for successfully combining 
fabric and plastic are adherence and stability. Adherence 
refers to the ability of the plastic filament to attach to the 
textile, while stabilizing the fabric with respect to the printer is 
also necessary to achieve success, particularly when printing 
tall objects. 

Adherence 
Because FDM printing lays down print material in layers, it is 
critical that each layer bonds to the previous one. When incor
porating textiles in an FDM print, the textile can be considered 
a “layer” as well. 

Due to variability in factors such as printer temperature and 
textile coatings, experimentation is required to attain optimal 
adherence, such that the textile cannot not be easily separated 
from a print (Figure 10). We found that PLA, for example, 
often adheres better to fabric when extruded at a slightly higher 
temperature than typical (210-220°C). The high temperature 
produces lower viscosity and facilitates a longer settling period 
for the plastic to cool and solidify, allowing it to partially seep 
into the fabric for a stronger bond. 

For thin fabric, approximately less than 0.4mm thick, the 
best adherence resulted from simply securing the fabric and 
proceeding with printing without leaving extra space in the 
model for the fabric layer: the force and heat of the extruder 
pressing into the fabric assisted in achieving a good bond 
between the plastic and textile. For thicker fabric, however, 
the extruder can catch on the fabric, displacing it during the 
print process. In this case, it is necessary to raise the height 
of the next layer of plastic to be printed, leaving space for the 
fabric. 

When a fabric is not used as the first layer of a print but instead 
sandwiched the fabric between two layers of plastic, it will not 



ID Name Treatment Composition Thread count Weight 
A Ripstop Nylon — 100% nylon 196 68 
B Sport Nylon — 100% nylon 113 91 
C Symphony Broadcloth — 65% polyester, 35% cotton 208 112 
D Voile — 65% polyester, 35% cotton 120 53 
E Premium Muslin Bleached 100% cotton 204 125 
F Sew Essential Bleached 100% cotton 142 114 

Table 1. Test fabric properties. All fabrics tested were plain weave. Thread count is threads per square inch and weight is grams per square meter. 

Figure 12. The fabrics used in strain testing; in order of Table 1 (A–F) from left to right. The top ruler is in centimeters; the bottom is in inches. 

normally adhere to the layer below it. If it should be adhered, 
the fabric must have holes, or interstices, for the melted plastic 
to flow through. These openings may be an intrinsic part of 
the fabric, in the case of netting or other low-density textiles, 
or can be artificially created by cutting. 

Adhesion Testing 
Pei et al. examine the quality of adhesion between plastic 
and fabric through visual and surface inspection [26]. How
ever, they do not provide quantitative insights about the bond 
strength. We achieved a preliminary characterization of the 
bonding performance of plastic and fabric using an Instron 
model 5567 strain tester to measure the force required to sep
arate plastic printed onto different types of fabric. Figure 11 
illustrates our testing setup: we printed a 1-in (2.54 cm) diam
eter “plug” of plastic on a sample of fabric, affixed it to the 
lower arm of the Instron and attached the upper arm’s clamp 
to the plug. The machine then pulled the two arms apart until 
the plug separated from the fabric, measuring the amount of 
force required during the extension. 

We measured a baseline of performance using basic materials 
and default printer configurations. We performed the test us
ing two plastic types, ABS and PLA, both un-colored, from 
Mitus1. Our fabric samples were similarly un-dyed and, as 
much as we were able to determine, un-coated. We printed the 
plastic at manufacturer-recommended temperatures (248°C 
for ABS and 210°C for PLA) on an Ultimaker 3D printer. 
Figure 13 illustrates the results of our adherence test. Ta
ble 1 describes the properties of the six fabrics we tested, and 
Figure 12 shows images of each fabric. 

Our results demonstrate that the adhesion capabilities can 
vary widely based on the composition of a fabric and the fila
ment used for printing, which is useful in supporting different 
functionality. For example, the combination of Sew Essential 
fabric with PLA is capable of sustaining a weight of 50 N (11 
pounds of force) which is equivalent to a grocery bag full of 
food. Similarly, the Voile fabric with PLA can extend about 
1 cm in length with a small amount of force (approximately 

10 N or 2 pounds of force) without adhesion failing. This 
property can be used to support mechanical action such as 
retraction in a slider. 

Stabilization 
When 3D printing with plastic alone, as long as the printer is 
calibrated and the bed is appropriately prepared, the plastic 
will adhere, providing a stable surface for further layers of 
printing. Unfortunately, the mechanical advantages of fabrics— 
their abilities to compress, flex, and stretch—are also potential 
disadvantages when it comes to the actual print process. For 
example, the relative motion between the print head and the 
fabric can cause lateral forces to be exerted on the fabric which 
can then shift or stretch; fabric placed across gaps can sag; and 
taller prints can tilt or twist as the fabric flexes. Extra steps that 
prevent these issues must be taken to provide a stable surface 
on which to print. We describe solutions below and illustrate 
them in Figure 14. 

Shifting 
Unless a piece of fabric is secured to the print bed, it will 
simply be pushed around by the print head as it moves. As 
discussed in the Section Adherence, for thicker fabrics we can 
position the print head such that it does not catch, but this can 
lessen adherence. Textiles with a low degree of stretch may be 
fixed in place at the edges with tape or clamps similar to [18]. 
For fabric with a higher degree of stretch, it may be necessary 
to secure the underside as well to prevent shifting during the 
print process. In our experiments, we found that double-sided 
tape was effective at preventing this unwanted motion. 

For fabric that is intended as a middle layer of the print—for 
example, in our displacement sensor in Figure 15—the same 
technique of fixing the fabric in place at the edges applies. 
Alternatively, if it is undesirable to drape the fabric over the 
edges of the print, another strategy is to use glue. In our ex
periments, we found that gel-viscosity cyanoacrylate adhesive 
was highly effective in bonding fabric pieces mid-print. 

1http://mitusbrand.com 
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Figure 13. Results of adherence testing showing force exerted for a given extension. Both graphs are on the same scale; the left is for ABS and the right 
is for PLA. 

Figure 14. Stabilization problems and solutions. 

Figure 15. Cross-section of a textile-embedded displacement sensor. The 
tape is inserted with electrical components during the printing process. 
The tape acts as temporary support for printing the plunger. It is later 
removed using an opening on the underside of the object (Figure 16). 

Figure 16. The underside of the displacement sensor showing the sus
pended plunger. 

Stretching 
The ability of some textiles to stretch adds opportunities to be 
embedded into 3D prints. For example, stretch can facilitate 
the creation of resizable objects and even pressure-sensitive 
input devices (Figure 1c). However, stretch can also create 
problems by introducing movement that makes objects tilt as 
more layers added to them. Additionally, textiles made of 
nylon or spandex fibers may shift or melt due to contact with 
the extruder. Calibrating the extruder to print just above the 
surface of the textile and placing painter’s tape over it can 
reduce stretching as demonstrated by [18]. 

Sagging 
An advantage of textiles is their ability to easily bridge large 
gaps in a print. However, they may sag if not well supported 
and printing may cause the fabric to dip, leading to improper 
layer alignment and poor adhesion of plastic. This problem 
can be reduced by first placing painter’s tape over a gap to 
support the fabric (Figure 17c), or by using one of the shifting-
reduction methods to keep the textile taut over the gap. 

Tilting 
Tilting occurs when the object being printed has a small con
tact area with a textile and a comparatively large height. As 
the height rises, it is more likely that the print head will be 
able to push the object aside causing inaccurate (or even in-air) 
printing. This effect is worsened by textiles that stretch. We 
can correct tilting by placing painter’s tape directly on a textile 
near problem spots to reduce stretching, or by adding double-
sided tape between the textile and the print bed or underlying 
printed support material to hold it steady. 

Printing Beyond a Single Layer 
A fundamental limitation of printing on fabric is that the fab
ric must lie horizontal to the print plane. Otherwise, it may 
obstruct the movement of the extruder and prevent hot plastic 
from being properly laid down. Other research has investigated 
layering fabric [27], but this technique—in addition to requir
ing a custom 3D printer and pre-loaded fabric—constrains 
printing to only textile layers and does not incorporate plastic. 
Our approach does not have these constraints. 

Textiles intended to fold may be printed flat and then folded 
(such as those described in the Section Design Primitives). 
Fabric may also be folded up and around after some number 
of plastic layers are printed, by pausing the printing process to 



(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
Figure 17. Process for a fabricated pressure sensitive button. The print is paused when it has enough layers to house the electrical components (a). The 
electronics are inserted (b). A piece of painter’s tape is inserted to bridge the gap between the electronics to support printing the plunger (c). The print 
is paused again after enough layers have been printed for the plunger so that a stretchable fabric can be laid across the gap and affixed using painter’s 
tape (d). The printing process is resumed and the subsequent layers of plastic adhere to the fabric and the plastic below (e). 

place the textile. In many cases, excess fabric is small enough 
to fit on the print bed, and naturally remains out of the way as 
layers are added. In other cases, fabric can be folded or rolled 
and secured out of the way of any moving parts during printing. 
For our largest print, a felt crown measuring 22 inches (56 
cm) in length, we were able to fold the felt such that only one 
segment of the crown was on the print bed at any given time. 
The remaining fabric rested to the side in a direction that did 
not interfere with the extruder or print bed motion. 

Summary 
Textiles are easy to incorporate into the 3D printing process 
with unmodified consumer-grade technology. Although any 
given design requires some experimentation to be successful, 
such experimentation is common with non-fabric based prints 
as well. We are confident that others can easily adopt our 
techniques to incorporate textiles into their 3D prints. 

EXAMPLES 
In this section, we present a series of ten end-to-end examples 
that demonstrate applications of our design primitives to cre
ate novel printed objects, ranging from interactive devices to 
wearables and toys. 

Input Devices 
Our design primitives can be used with stretchable textiles 
to quickly fabricate customized input devices. We created 
a reusable displacement sensor whose electrical components 
are embedded during the printing process, as illustrated in 
Figure 15. The displacement sensor allows custom actuation 
mechanisms to be quickly fabricated, snapped on top, and 
tried out before deciding on a final design. 

The principle of operation behind the displacement sensor 
(Figure 18a) is to sense the movement of a fabric-suspended 
plunger: when the plunger is moved, it occludes light produced 
by an LED in proportion to the amount of displacement. We 
detect this change using a photoresistor placed directly across 
from the LED inside of the object. 

The inside of the displacement sensor is hollow to allow the 
the plunger to move freely (Figure 15). During the printing 
process, we temporarily support the plunger with tape (Fig
ure 17c). Once enough layers of the plunger are printed, we 
pause the print and securely lay down a thin stretch fabric 
composed of nylon and spandex fibers (Figure 17d). We re
sume the print to finish fabrication of the object (Figure 17e), 
embedding the fabric partially inside the plunger. Finally, we 
remove the support tape through the opening on the underside 

of the object (Figure 16). This leaves the plunger suspended 
in mid-air by the stretch fabric. 

Once the base of the displacement sensor is constructed, we 
may snap on additional actuation mechanisms to test. Here 
we illustrate a slider, knob, button, and a final custom shape. 

Slider: The slider thumb is constructed using a stretchable 
polyester mesh, which causes it to snap back to its position 
in the middle of the box shown in Figure 18b when released. 
As shown in Figure 15, the displacement sensor is wedge 
shaped. This causes its height to vary linearly as the slider 
thumb moves across it. 

Knob: We convert rotation into pressure on the displacement 
sensor using a 3D printed threaded screw with a knob printed 
on top (Figure 18c). As the knob is turned, it gradually lowers 
to displace the plunger. The displacement of the plunger is 
proportional to the amount of rotation. 

Button: The pressure-sensing button applies mechanical force 
to the top of the plunger (Figure 18d). Tension in the textile 
under the displacement sensor opposes downward motion 
while allowing the textile to slowly stretch. Once the pressure 
applied to the plunger is relieved, the mesh retracts and the 
plunger (and button) return to their initial positions. 

Custom Button: As a final example, we demonstrate a cus
tom 3D shape designed around a pressure sensitive button. 
Using the design primitives of selective stiffening, selective 
adherence, and mechanical action, we quickly fabricated the 
inexpensive, “android” illustrated in Figure 1c. Fabric embed
ded in the android’s body supports sensing while giving its 
head the aesthetic qualities of a bobble-head figure. 

Actuated Box with Interactive Control 
Textiles can facilitate the creation of functional objects that 
have variable stiffness and actuation properties. We created a 
box with a textile-embedded lid that rolls open upon actuation. 
The lid was printed with a flexible mesh made of polyester 
fibers and two strings fixed at one end of the lid for actuation 
(Figure 19). The button uses the fabric-embedded displace
ment sensor described in the previous section (Figure 18a). 

The lid combines several design primitives. Plastic sections 
placed along the lid’s diagonals demonstrate controlled bend
ing and mechanical action via selective stiffening, resulting 
in restricting the lid to rolling. The strings are placed through 
channels on top and bottom of the mesh and are fixed to one 



(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
Figure 18. Textile-embedded input devices– our displacement sensor (a); 
a retractable slider (b); a knob (c); and a pressure sensitive button (d). 

(a) (b) 
Figure 19. Textile-embedded box fabricated via controlled bending. The 
box lid is composed of a polyester mesh and embedded strings that are 
printed on to allow the box’s lid to roll open and unroll closed. 
end of the lid such that pulling one results in rolling and pulling 
the other results in unrolling. 

Six-Panel Fabric Lampshade 
Our six-inch (152 mm) cube-shaped lampshade (Figure 20a) 
was constructed out of five identical panels with a sixth panel 
modified to accommodate the light bulb (Figure 20b). Each 
panel was printed separately with short tabs to allow it to be 
glued to its neighboring panel. 

The lampshade demonstrates shell printing. The light bulb 
mounting point is a type of custom grommet. In addition, 
the lampshade illustrates reconfiguring via trimming and at
tachment. While we chose to glue the panels together, other 
options could include a cord through grommets (e.g., Figure 9) 
or press snaps (e.g., Figure 8) for easy access to the light bulb. 
Printing each panel took about 30 minutes and overall the 
lampshade took three hours from start to full assembly. Print
ing a full 6x6x6 inch plastic cube on our printer, in contrast, 
would take an order of magnitude longer (12 hours for a cube 
frame or 29 hours for a closed hollow cube). 

Folding Polyhedron 
Figure 5 illustrates a dodecahedron designed as a seven-inch 
(180 mm) flat sheet of pentagonal faces similar to how the 
shape would be created via origami. In its folded form, the 
shape measures three inches (76 mm) in height. The dodec

(a) (b) 
Figure 20. The shell printed lampshade was constructed by gluing to
gether six panels printed onto fabric (a). The top panel was cut to ac
commodate a light bulb (b). 

ahedron is secured in its assembled position by small rubber 
bands wrapped around the pegs visible in Figure 5a. 

The dodecahedron demonstrates controlled bending using the 
technique shown at the bottom of Figure 3. A small gap was 
left between adjacent sides of the shape to create hinges and 
plastic was used to limit their bending to be close to the proper 
dihedral angle for a pentagonal dodecahedron (116.56°). 

When fabricating the object, we first printed a layer of plastic 
for the rigid walls of the dodecahedron. A low-density, flexible 
nylon fabric was then placed above the surface layer and fixed 
to the print bed. Printing was resumed and the subsequent 
layers of plastic printed through the fabric adhering to the 
plastic beneath. 

Crown 
We created a wearable, 22 inch (56 cm) crown, shown in 
Figures 1d and 21. The crown’s decorations were printed as 
series of rectangular sections onto a single large piece of felt 
that extended beyond print bed. 

We preprocessed the 3D model of the crown to separate it into 
sections. During the printing process, we aligned each section 
using a laser pointer attached to the print head, completed its 
printing, and then readjusted the portion of felt on the bed 
to print the next section. The crown made use of decorative 
elements, grommets, and a post-processing step of cutting the 
felt to the outer shape of the plastic. 

Flex Watchband 
The flexible watchband shown in Figure 22 consists of four 
types of plastic, two layers of fabric, and a magnetic clasp. It is 
primarily constructed of layers of NinjaTek SemiFlex filament 
and two layers of polyester mesh fabric. The fabric is folded 
up and around at the end of the watchband to strengthen the 
connection around the metal pin that secures the watchband to 
the watch. 

We constructed the watchband from bars of SemiFlex, with 
only fabric crossing the gaps between them (leading to con
trolled bending in the direction around the wrist). The fabric is 
folded up and around the semi-flex to connect the two layers 
of fabric and provide extra strength. 

The watchband went through several design iterations. Early 
iterations did not prove mechanically robust and lasted only 



Figure 21. A 22 inch crown fabricated on a single sheet of felt by printing in rectangular sections. 

Figure 22. A watchband that supports hinging to a watch face. Stiffeners on the mesh fabric afford flexibility similar to a linked watchband. 

a few days before fractures in the brittle material near the 
attachment pins occurred. We improved robustness where the 
band connects to the watch—an area with less than 2mm of 
material between the metal mounting pin and the watch body— 
by looping fabric around the end of the band, including the 
metal mounting pins inside the plastic of the band. The fibers 
of this polyester mesh have higher tensile strength than the 
printed plastic that they wrap around, and hence substantially 
strengthen it. The compliant nature of the SemiFlex plastic 
used for this part of the band eliminates most of the brittleness 
that would occur with a hard plastic such as PLA. 

We used PLA to provide complementary capabilities: this 
harder material was required for some of the functional parts 
of the magnetic latch. In addition, we used three separate 
colors of PLA for aesthetic purposes: translucent to give an 
overall silver tone to the band, and black and white for a logo 
on the latch. 

After the design improvements outlined above, the band has 
proven much more robust. It was used daily by one of the 
authors for about four months (until the watch it was built for 
began to fail). 

LIMITATIONS 
Our examples demonstrate the range of possibilities enabled by 
combining 3D printing and textiles. However this combination 
also poses some limitations. Some textiles can experience 
permanent stretching over time. In our custom button, this 
effect gave the button a "squishier" feel. Our watchband also 
stretched slightly over the months it had been in use; choosing 
a different mesh for the interior of future bands may mitigate 
this issue. 

The durability of textiles embedded in 3D printed objects can 
be limited as well. Towards the end of its testing period, our 
watchband experienced some fraying of the connecting fabric 
near non-flexible latch components; an extra reinforcing fabric 
layer in these problem spots would likely mitigate this issue. 
Similarly, we discovered durability is an issue for the strings 

in the actuated box due to them rubbing each time the lid rolls 
and unrolls. We used braided gel-spun ultra-high molecular 
weight polyethylene fishing line to address this issue. 

Lastly, for printing objects larger than the print bed, a limi
tation of our approach is the need to leave large (print-head 
wide) gaps between sections. Without sufficiently sized gaps, 
printing artifacts may be produced such as those visible in 
the rightmost side of the crown in Figure 21. Better software 
support for dividing up an object and printing appropriate fidu
ciary markers would help with fabrication and reduce printing 
artifacts. 
CONCLUSION 
We have demonstrated a capability to control, manipulate and 
mix fabric with 3D printing. These techniques open a design 
space that creates new possibilities for rapidly fabricating rigid 
objects with embedded flexibility and soft materials imbued 
with functionality. 

While we showcase the use of fabric with 3D printing, these 
techniques are not mutually exclusive with others: different 
techniques afford different pro and cons. For the watchband, 
we used a flexible plastic (SemiFlex) because it was soft 
against the skin and reduced moisture absorption (e.g., from 
sweat) while fabric could have retained moisture. Similarly, 
we used fishing line for strings within the actuated box to 
address durability issues. 

Taken as a group, our final examples illustrate the range of new 
physical objects that are enabled by the use of textiles during 
3D printing. Our techniques create objects that can meet a 
wider range of human needs by encompassing more pleasing 
materials and larger sizes than typical consumer-grade 3D 
prints. In addition, the ability to easily enhance arbitrarily 
shaped physical objects with interactivity opens new avenues 
for exploration in clothing-based input sensors and the de
sign of compliant mechanisms and other soft functional parts. 
More broadly, our work allows HCI practitioners to combine 
the aesthetics and flexibility of textiles with the rigidity and 
functionality of 3D prints. 
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